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On the left: A simple homepage. On the right: The pieces of that homepage. Let’s put them together.

Promo w/ CTA



Homepage basics
Laying out pages in Grove is like playing Jenga from the top down, or perhaps with invisible blocks. You are creating 
something visual from the outside in, using heavily nested lines of text added with myriad dropdowns and tabs. 

To use this guide, you need to know how to create and populate list and promo modules. Learn about them in Studio: 
Grove lists and promos. All good? Now, sketch what you want, then translate your design into Grove elements.

Meet Container Modules. You need to put them around major layout elements 
to ensure proper spacing. Our example has two. If you’re having spacing issues 
between containers, consider putting the entire page in a container.

Now meet Rows and Columns. Even if there’s just one element in the 
Container Module, you’ll need a row with a column to hold that element. 
Nesting-wise, we’re at Container > Row  > Column. 

Inside the column, you’ll finally add a content-holding element, such as a List 
or Promo. To stack elements, simply add items to the column.

You know that classic news homepage with a big content well and a sidebar? 
It’s easy. When you add two columns, you have some options for divvying 
up the page width — 70% and 30% is one choice, and is very popular. Stack 
elements in the first column, which is the lefthand one on the live page.

Then add your second column, the 30% one, aka the sidebar. Sidebars are 
called Asides in Grovespeak. 

As you build a homepage using the following instructions, observe the options 
as you go, and you’ll learn the basics of constructing a Grove page generally.

The homepage’s HTML corresponds 
exactly to the Container > Row > Column > 
content-element page hierarchy.

https://studio.npr.org/s/article?name=List-and-Promo-Modules


Homepage basics

This is a blank Grove homepage.

This is a finished Grove homepage.

How to build the example homepage 

First, know this: You can collapse any nested element to make it easier to 
see what you’re doing. When you mouse over the number to the left of an 
element’s name, the cursor turns into  and the number turns into ^. When 
you click ^, the element (and what’s in it) will collapse into one line. 

1. Start a new homepage/find your current homepage.
2. Click Add under Content.
3. Now choose Misc > Container Module. You need to put elements in 

Containers for correct spacing.
4. Click Add under Rows, then 1 Column.
5. Click Add under Column One, then List.
6. Go to the list’s Override tab.
7. Under Template, choose List G - Featured Collection.
8. Under List Layout, choose 5 promos with 1 Large and 4 Medium.
9. Return to the Main tab.
10. Go to Items and choose Dynamic. 
11. Items Per Page should be 5. 
12. In this example, Types is set to News Story.
13. Add a Section, a Tag or whatever to populate this module. Leave it blank if 

you just want the five most recent stories.
14. If you want to go less insane, scroll up and collapse the Container Module.

15. Add a second Container Module under the first.
16. Under Rows, choose 2 Columns.
17. In Overrides, under Two Column Container Style, choose Two Column 

Container 70%/30% split.
18. In the Overrides tab of Column One, add List D - Two Column.
19. Back to Main. If you want to display a header above the list, put it in Title.
20. Put two of whatever you want in the list. (In the example, the list is two 

News Stories in the Audio section.) If you’re using a Dynamic list, you’ll set 
Items Per Page to 2.

21. Add another List D under the one you just created. Configure it.
22. Add List H - Multi-column under the List Ds.
23. Set Number of Columns to match the number of items you want in each 

row.
24. Turn on Hide Category if you don’t want categories on the story teases.
25. Go back to Main. Give the List H a title if you want. Configure it.

26. Save. Return to the Grove dashboard. Go to the next page of this guide 
and create a Shared Module for the sidebar. Return here.

27. Go to Column Two and click Add. Choose Shared, then add the Shared 
Module you just created. That’s it! You’re done! Publish!



How to build the Shared Module

You could build these components straight into the homepage. But let’s say 
you want this module elsewhere on the site. Now you can assign it wherever 
you like. And if you change it, it will change everywhere.

1. Start a new Module from search or the Quick Start menu.
2. Name it something descriptive, like Homepage Sidebar Module.
3. Under Type choose Container Module.
4. Under Rows add 1 Column.
5. Under Column One, add a Promo.
6. Choose Internal under Item to link to something in Grove.
7. Go to Overrides > Template and choose Promo Card with CTA.
8. Under Image Alignment choose Top Alignment.
9. Under Cta Button, type what you want on the button. Ponder Grove’s 

inconsistencies in capitalization.
10. Go back to the Main tab. Under Internal, choose the Grove page to which 

the promo should link. (You can also link to an external page.)
11. In the Title field, type your promo’s main (non-button) text.
12. Add an image in the Image field if an image doesn’t auto-populate.  

Now for the next element.

13. Directly under the promo, click Add and choose Show List.
14. Overrides > Template > Related Show/Podcast List.
15. Back in the Main tab, set Types to Radio Show and to Podcast.

16. Finally, the last list. Directly under the Show List, Add > List > Overrides > 
Template > List Titles.

17. Also, you can turn the numbering on and off here. 
18. Back in Main, configure the list. 
19. Publish the module and return to the homepage.
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Advanced homepage options
Disable De-Duplication: Found in Lists, 
this on-off, double-negative option 
controls whether stories pulled into 
multiple Dynamic Lists are repeated on 
the homepage. When it is on (blue), stories 
repeat. When it is off, stories do not repeat. 
Note: De-dupe doesn’t eliminate stories that 
appear in Advanced or Basic lists. It only 
works with Dynamic lists.

No Results Module: If there’s nothing to 
show in your chosen section/tag/person/

podcast/etc., serve the promo or whatnot of 
your choice.

Pinned Items: This option lets you lock a 
promo at the beginning of a list. (So at the 
top or on the far left.) The second option, 
Dynamic Result: Placeholder, remains a 
mystery. 

Tabs: Find the Tabs option in the same place 
you choose a promo or list — when you click 
Add in the layout. Sample use cases: Tabs 

with shows on one and your podcasts on 
the other; a tabbed list separating station 
shows/pods from NPR’s.
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